
1980 – Battlezone from Atari used wire-frame graphics 
(Atari called them vector graphics, but here in the UK we 
always called them wire-frame). The 3D was clever vector 
scaling and only a small amount of depth calculations were 
made.  The game used an M6502 and was a tremendous 
success commercially and critically.  Shooting enemy tanks 
was most satisfying.  Speedfreak was first, but this was the 
game that sold well and did it best. 
 
1982 – Zaxxon from Sega introduced 
isometric 3D to arcades – not truly 3D 
but it appears to be.  
 

 

1983 – I, Robot from Atari was released.  A game created 
by Dave Theurer—the first ever solid 3D game created.   It 
was fast and smooth on a very progressive MOS 6809 – a 
chip built in 1977.  This chip had two 8-bit accumulators 
which essentially gave incredible maths ability for a 2 Mhz 
processor.  It was not a very successful game and was only 
released USA and Japan.  Dave had done earlier games for 
Atari and this turned out to be his last before moving into 
other areas of computing.   In the UK we didn’t get I Robot, 
we got  our own solid 3D game by Brit programmer, Sandy 
White.  Called ‘3D Ant Attack’  it was a great game too, not 
just a tech-demo.  It played on the Sinclair Spectrum (Z80 
Processor) and allowed players to take four different views 
of  the game play maze in real-time.  Don’t be fooled by the 
isometric viewpoint—it was 3D. 
 
1985 – Commodore 64 game Driller 
from Incentive is released. The first 
3D adventure game. 

In 1987, Zarch was written in three 
months by David Braben (who previ-
ously co-created legendary Elite) as a 
launch title on Acorn's Archimedes 
series of computers. The game con-
sisted of a weird craft flying over a 
rolling patchwork quilt landscape, 
and many other games since have 
copied this technique. Zarch was exceedingly well re-
viewed at the time.  An ACE magazine front cover of the 
time said “SOLID 3D - the future of games?” How right 
they were.  Zarch was reviewed with a score of 979 - the 
highest rating ACE had given at that time. 

 

July 1988—F/A 18 Interceptor from  Electronic Arts is 
released onto the Amiga.  A flight/combat game with 
filled 3d graphics.  Bob Dinnerman wrote the game.  He 
was previously a programmer with Bally.  It was written in 
90% assembler.  It was a massive hit, had smooth and de-
tailed environment perfect for this type of game.  Liter-
ally dozens of flight Sims followed.  All improved graph-
ics but reduced the frame rate.  This game really stood 
out at the time. 
 
Talk around this period was of ‘filled vector’ graphics 
and clipping (the art of not drawing things too close to 
the camera or out of view of the camera).   
 
A few months after Interceptor came Starglider 2 from 
Argonaut/Rainbird.  It was incredibly well received with 
102 different 3D objects, and lots of space travel/planet 
exploring.  Two years later, Jez San (owner of Argonaut) 
was suggesting that his upcoming game, Birds Of  Prey 
included curve rendering and real-time shadows.  It did-
n’t feature curve rendering of course but that demon-
strates the ambitions programmers had.  Jez was 
knighted in 2001 for his services to the UK software in-
dustry.  In the mid nineties, Jez developed hardware to 
ship inside SNES cartridges to give them polygon capa-
bilities.     

Also in 1989… 

If you had requirements for high-end graphics (pre-rendered stuff used 

in tv), Silicon Graphics could offer you a 4D/80GT in exchange for 

£68,000.  This provided a 16.7Mhz Risc processor running at a 

staggering 13 MIPS, and coming with 380 MB hard drive, 19” monitor 

and 8MB memory.  
 

If you had £10M you could have purchased a Novoview SP-X500HT.  

A Widescreen (150 degree) flight sim for military/domestic training 

which pushes 256 colours at a time onto 25,000 polygon/sec.  
 

For even more power, you needed more money.  Excluding any high-

tech simulation package, a supercomputer, the Cray C90 from Cray 

Research was able to perform 16 Gflops performance from 16 parallel 

processors and using 2 Gb of memory.  This beacme available in early 

1990 for about £20M or more. 
 

The 12.5 MIPS SPARCstation by Sun was announced with a base price of 

$9,000. 
 

Microsoft has 4000 employee worldwide and Nintendo release the first 

Gameboy. 


